Modular Patch Panels (MPPs)
Copper Products

Modular Patch Panels (MPPs) organize ethernet or fiber keystone jack connections and mount in a 19” telecom rack.

Connections can be labeled for easy identification.

An additional support bar is provided in the rear for cable organization.

Panels can be provided empty or loaded with keystone jacks.

Features
- Panels support keystone jacks and accommodate a variety of wiring configurations
- Pre-numbered ports and blank labeling area provide clear port identification
- 24 port in 1RU & 48 port in 2RU
- Unshielded version supports ICON facility
- Support bar organizes cable and helps maintain an optimal bend radius

Applications
- Telecommunications Closets
- Data Centers
- Customer Premise
- Local Area Networks
- Wide Area Networks
- Central Offices
- Cabinets

Supported Keystone Jacks

- CAT 5E Keystone Jack
  P/N: CAT5-KJ
- CAT 6 Keystone Jack
  P/N: CAT6-KJ
- Singlemode LC Duplex Fiber Keystone Jack
  P/N: LCDX-KJ
- Singlemode SC Simplex Fiber Keystone Jack
  P/N: SCSX-KJ
- CAT 5E Keystone Jack Feedthrough Coupler (P/N: CAT5-FC-KJ)
- CAT 6 Keystone Jack Feedthrough Coupler (P/N: CAT6-FC-KJ)

Part Numbers
ATMPPA24
1RU 24 Port Capacity
ATMPPA48
2RU 48 Port Capacity